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Abstract
Nowadays, the management of supply chains has become an indispensable success factor, and the digital
transformation changes supply chains fundamentally, increasing competitive advantage. Even though the
importance of "going digital" is undisputed, previous research lacks clear insights into the fundamental
capabilities to facilitate a successful transformation and how far they are realized in practice.
Therefore, this paper presents nine capabilities crucial for the digital transformation of supply chains. We
explore the coverage of these capabilities with an extensive multivocal literature review where we juxtapose
theoretical white and practical grey literature. Additionally, the maturity of the capabilities is assessed in a
survey and discussed with experts. Furthermore, we discuss fits and gaps between the findings and provide
explanations and avenues for future research.
Keywords
Digital transformation, supply chain management, maturity models, survey.

Introduction
Nowadays, the management of companies' supply chains (SCs) is closely connected to the companies'
success, and they have become an indispensable part of the companies' most valuable building blocks.
During the COVID-19 crisis, the SCs' importance and vulnerability became alarmingly evident, and digital
transformation (DT) was a crucial countermeasure to inhibit the crisis' negative impacts (Tortora et al.
2021). Experts, therefore, expect recent disruptions to "spur a leap to the supply chain digitalization" (Cai
and Luo 2020), increasing the awareness and importance of the topic (Schuh et al. 2020). The DT promises
many advantages, including increased visibility, higher flexibility due to real-time information, ensuring
customer responsiveness, and improved risk mitigation (Büyüközkan and Göçer 2018; Cai and Luo 2020).
Yet, what capabilities are relevant for the DT and the maturity of these capabilities in practice remains
unclear (Tortora et al. 2021).
The topic of DT of SCs attracts attention not only from organizations but also from researchers. Due to the
complexity of the topic, its scope is not yet well defined, and clear definitions and terms are absent
(Büyüközkan and Göçer 2018). In this paper, we follow the definition by Büyüközkan and Göçer, defining
the digital SC to be "a smart, value-driven, efficient process to generate new forms of revenue and business
value for organizations and to leverage new approaches with novel technological and analytical methods"
(2018). Literature related to the topic is dispersed, spanning different research streams from information
systems (IS) over supply chain management to business administration literature, making exhaustive
overviews of state of the art difficult (Queiroz et al. 2019; Verhoef et al. 2021). Often, current literature only
considers one single technology and its application in specific scenarios and functions of supply chains, e.g.,
focusing on big data analytics (Barlette and Baillette 2020) or procurement (Pereira et al. 2020). This
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restricts the view and neglects other important dimensions such as strategic or human aspects.
Furthermore, empirical studies about SC capabilities and the current state and maturity are scarce; if all,
they are confined to different parts of SCs, e.g., measuring smart manufacturing readiness (Lin et al. 2020).
We draw a set of nine capabilities necessary for the DT of SCs from previous research. The nine capabilities
circumvent the above-described limitations as they consider many SC areas and functions and do not focus
on specific technologies. In this paper, the coverage and confirmation level of the nine capabilities in
academic and grey literature is the target of our examination. Furthermore, the maturity of the capabilities
in practice is unknown, and we set out to explore this. This is the first step towards a capability maturity
model able to measure the degree of the DT of SCs from different sectors. This research is guided by the
following goal with subsequent research questions.
Research Goal: Identify and assess the prevalence, relevance, and maturity of capabilities
crucial for the digital transformation of supply chains.
• Research Question 1: Which capabilities for the digital transformation of supply chains are most
prevalent in literature?
• Research Question 2: How relevant and mature are these capabilities for the digital transformation of
supply chains in practice?
The paper is structured as follows. The second section provides background information on the nine
capabilities considered in our analysis. The methodology chapter presents the multivocal literature review
process and the applied survey. Fourth, the findings from literature (academic and practice) and survey are
shown separately. Literature and survey are juxtaposed in the penultimate section, and the capabilities'
prevalence, relevance, and maturity are discussed. The last section concludes the paper with the work's
limitations and avenues for future research.

Theoretical Background for Capabilities and Dimensions of Digital
Supply Chains
Büyüközkan and Göçer's definition (cf. introduction) is one of the first definitions of digital supply chains
(DSC) in academic literature and highlights three main aspects: First, the transformation is a process that
is (constantly) happening; second; the transformation has a clear goal (e.g., new forms of revenue); and
third, it is based on new technologies and digital methods (Büyüközkan and Göçer 2018). "Updating" from
traditional to DSC is inevitable, yet, the capabilities necessary for it remain unclear (Queiroz et al. 2019).
We apply the definition of Teece et al. for defining (dynamic) capabilities as follows: "the firm's ability to
integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and external competencies to address rapidly changing
environments" (Teece et al. 1997).
Identifying the capabilities necessary for the DT of SCs is the focus of a separate study, where they are
retrieved from two structured literature reviews with qualitative content analysis and discussed in semistructured expert interviews. However, this study is not published yet and is still under review. Therefore,
we briefly present the nine capabilities in the following and study their literary prevalence, practical
relevance, and adoption in the remainder of the paper.
The first capability (C1) is the capability of companies to formulate, adapt, and (re-)design a digital SC along
with their SC partners. Many authors emphasize the importance of SCs for continuous redefinition (Warner
and Wäger 2019). SC strategies are applicable at different levels, ranging from strategic to operational
levels, where they are supported by action plans (Sahu et al. 2018).
The second capability (C2) is the capability of companies to initiate and drive innovations in and along their
SCs continuously. Market-sensing activities can lead to new ideas for joining digital and physical features
creating new products or processes (Tortora et al. 2021), initiated through decentral SC collaboration.
However, the different innovations need to be continuously evaluated and brought together (Rueckel et al.
2019), for which centralized mechanisms, such as short design cycles or incorporation of creative sessions,
are pivotal (Li et al. 2019).
The third capability is the company's digital cultural mindset (C3) and that of its SC partners. According to
researchers, it needs to span all levels and departments of a company (González-Varona et al. 2021), and
SC partners need to be "on board", e.g., committing to share data (Sanchez and Zuntini 2018). Corner pillars
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of the mindset include, e.g., learning willingness (Fischer et al. 2020) and more risk-tolerant attitudes
(Barlette and Baillette 2020), which can be built through change management (Warner and Wäger 2019).
The fourth capability (C4) is the capability of a company to structure and reorganize its SC design in a digital
manner. Current research predicts a change toward a more "organic" design with decentral authorities,
decision-making, and cross-functional teams (Chirumalla 2021). Structures, roles, practices, and processes
must be adapted; however, the specifications remain vague (Soluk and Kammerlander 2021). Most research
focuses on firm-internal changes, while SC-wide research is neglected (Warner and Wäger 2019).
The fifth capability (C5) is the capability of a company to apply knowledge management and learning skills
throughout the SC to leverage the benefits of the DT. Knowledge needs to be shared to build skills between
business units and SC actors (Mishra et al. 2013). Here, it can be distinguished between technical and
management skills (van de Wetering et al. 2019), for which SC-wide education and development programs
are essential (Fischer et al. 2020).
The sixth capability (C6) is a company's capability to control and steer (their) digital SCs. Recent literature
discusses new forms of governance, favoring lean and bottom-up approaches for added flexibility (Barlette
and Baillette 2020). The focus shifts from controlling company-internal artifacts to cross-functional SC
tasks and data (Fischer et al. 2020) while prioritizing growth over profitability (Verhoef et al. 2021).
The seventh capability (C7) is the capability of a company to gather, manage, and work with SC data to
create value. In literature, data collection, integration, and utilization are presented as preconditions for
the DT, and difficulty and importance increase when crossing company borders (Rai et al. 2006). Data
acquisition focuses on collecting data from different sources, e.g., sensing market trends (Matarazzo et al.
2021). After processing the data, data analysis is pivotal and especially valuable beyond descriptive analyses
(Soluk and Kammerlander 2021).
The eighth capability (C8) is the capability of a company to provide, manage, and work with a suitable SC
information systems architecture and infrastructure, which is a technological enabler for the DT of SCs
(Chirumalla 2021). Vital is the interconnection of systems and applications to share SC-related information
with partners (Sahu et al. 2018), such as a shared repository (Fischer et al. 2020). Despite its importance,
this capability is challenging as networks expand (Verhoef et al. 2021).
The ninth capability (C9) is the capability of a company to orchestrate its digital SC and integrate the
necessary actors to the optimal degree. To deliver value, companies need a digitally connected network,
which needs to be steered to reduce counteracting efforts (Fischer et al. 2020; Warner and Wäger 2019).
Here, SC partners' internal and external integration is imperative to mastering the DT (Wielgos et al. 2021).
This research also targets the maturity for the above-described capabilities and therefore overlaps with
maturity models, as these are described as appropriate tools to identify and build the necessary capabilities
(Asdecker and Felch 2018). Especially models in novel and immature topic areas like the DT arouse interest
from academia and practice. First models that (partially) target the DT of SCs have started to emerge (e.g.,
Klötzer and Pflaum 2017), and we take them into account in our research. However, a model spanning the
whole SC and considering all relevant capabilities and dimensions for the DT is not yet available. As a result,
empirical research from applying maturity models is also still scarce. Due to the scope of this research, we
cannot provide a full maturity model, yet, we present first insights into how mature the different capabilities
are currently. This could be the first step towards a capability maturity model to measure the degree of the
DT of SCs.

Methodology
Multivocal Literature Review
The first research question is answered by examining scientific works, e.g., through a structured literature
review. However, looking at scientific literature does not suffice to analyze which capabilities are prevalent
in practice. Therefore, a multivocal literature review (MLR) is conducted following Garousi et al. (2019).
Beyond scientific sources, an MLR allows to include grey literature (e.g., company reports) to capture the
capabilities of the DT of SCs in practice. In the MLR, no additional capabilities besides the nine capabilities
are identified. MLRs are generally separated into three phases: Planning, conducting, and reporting the
review, as depicted in Figure 1.
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Planning the review. Here, the need for an MLR is determined, and its goal and research questions are
formulated (Garousi et al. 2019), as described in section 1.
Conducting the review. For the scientific sources, the literature review of Hellweg et al. (2021) is updated
and refined. Here, the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the databases Scopus and Web of Science were
queried with combinations of the keywords digit*, smart, intellig*, 4.0, supply chain*, value chain*,
logistic*, and maturity. The Google search engine was queried with "digital transformation" "supply chain"
"maturity model" filetype:pdf to retrieve grey literature.
The queries returned an initial pool of 393 white literature (WL) and 150 grey literature (GL) sources after
a theoretical saturation had been reached (cf. Garousi et al. 2019). This pool was reduced to 125 publications
(84 WL, 41 GL) after applying exclusion criteria via a title, abstract, and keywords review. For example,
some papers target a different research stream but appeared in the sample because the keywords were
similar, e.g., agricultural research regarding different maturity stages of fruit and their transportation
(logistics), e-commerce in the publishing industry, or sustainable urban freight solutions. A full-text review
followed this first exclusion round. Further papers were excluded that only in the full-text read revealed
their focus, e.g., on the technical details about the computer systems and coding necessary for implementing
a specific technology (e.g., digital twin) in a certain sector (e.g., manufacturing). The full-text review led to
46 publications in total. Papers were excluded when one of the following criteria applied: No SCM focus
(38% WL, 6% GL), no relation to maturity (20% WL, 17% GL), no digitalization focus (1% WL, 3% GL),
other reasons, e.g., technical or mathematical level of discussion (12% WL, 15% GL), not available (2% WL,
2% GL), duplicates (27% WL, 7% GL), or scientific literature (only applicable in GL: 50%). This pool was
extended via forward and backward searching (i.e., snowballing), leading to the final data pools (29 WL, 26
GL). All review steps were conducted by at least two reviewers from the research team.
The final publication pool was analyzed with content analysis, an often applied qualitative research method
to derive meaning from textual data (Hsieh and Shannon 2005). We combine a directed approach and a
summative approach in our research, following the differentiation of Hsieh and Shannon (2005). First, this
allows us to use the defined capabilities to guide the initial codes (directed). A data extraction form was
composed using the capabilities described in section 2.2 and applied to the literature. Second, we examine
the number of appearances of the capabilities in the literature to infer their importance (summative).
Whenever a publication addressed one or multiple capabilities, they were flagged. For all of these steps, two
reviewers were assigned to each publication. A preliminary meeting was held between all researchers to
establish a common understanding of exclusion criteria and the data extraction form. After reviewing the
initial literature, an intermediate meeting was held to discuss mismatches of exclusion and mapping and
reinforce the common understanding. After extracting the data, the results were synthesized, and the
prevalence of the different capabilities was analyzed.
Reporting the review. Lastly, the MLR results are intended to be published for this AMCIS conference.

Figure 1. Multivocal Literature Review Process of Research Paper
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Survey and Plenary Discussion
After the prevalence of different capabilities was analyzed in scientific and practical publications, it was still
open to assess their relevance and maturity in practice, which was not reported in the literature. We,
therefore, followed a mixed-method research approach (Venkatesh et al. 2013) to answer the second
research question and complement our MLR results with practical insights. Therefore, a survey and plenary
discussion was carried out with two researchers as moderators and 23 SC experts during a hybrid
conference (in-person and digital). All experts are consultants from one company but with various foci (e.g.,
strategic or project management, data analytics) working in various industries (e.g., aerospace,
automotive). If a respondent did not feel knowledgeable enough to rank a capability, they omitted it.
First, the nine capabilities, definitions, and survey instructions were introduced in a presentation by the
researchers to the study participants. The presentation was followed by a short discussion about any
understanding problems to establish a common terminology. The participants then had time to rate the
relevance and maturity they perceive in practice (i.e., average assessment of their customers) by placing a
dot on nine two-dimensional coordinate systems (i.e., one for each capability). The x-axis contained the
maturity, and the y-axis the relevance score. Both axes were subdivided into a uniform 5x5 grid with values
not existing, low, moderate, high, and very high. These values were later translated into a Likert scale from
one to five with a minimum possible step size of .25.
Afterward, the completed coordinate systems were presented step-by-step and discussed between the
experts to identify causes of different relevance and maturity.

Findings of the Literature Review and Survey
Results of the Multivocal Literature Review
The 29 WL and 26 GL papers were published across similar periods (WL: 2014-2021; GL: 2013-2022), and
the number of publications per year is increasing. This shows the growing importance and attention of the
topic in both areas. On average, each paper discusses between four and five of the nine capabilities
presented earlier, while the average is slightly higher in the GL. No paper discusses all nine capabilities.
While some WL papers try to give a complete overview of the SC and therefore include nearly all capabilities
(Klötzer and Pflaum 2017), many have a technological focus and thus miss to examine other capability areas
(Frank et al. 2019). Compared to the WL, the GL is more concerned with covering the whole topic area,
which results in a less granular level of detail. The capabilities' frequencies reveal a significant gap between
the most often and least often discussed capability in both sets (see Table 1).
Frequency (in %)
Capability

White Literature

Grey Literature

C1 DSC Strategy

20 (69%)

23 (88%)

C2 DSC Innovation

5 (17%)

8 (31%)

C3 Digital Cultural Mindset

10 (34%)

12 (46%)

C4 SC Design & Reorganization

14 (48%)

10 (38%)

C5 Knowledge & Learning

15 (52%)

15 (58%)

C6 DSC Governance

10 (34%)

9 (35%)

C7 SC Data Management

16 (55%)

23 (88%)

C8 IS SC Architecture & Infrastructure

24 (83%)

16 (62%)

C9 DSC Orchestration & Integration

14 (48%)

18 (69%)

Table 1. Prevalence of the Capabilities in the MLR
In the WL, the most often discussed capability is mentioned nearly five times more often; in the GL, nearly
three times. In both literature sets, the capability of digital SC innovation (C2) is least often discussed,
Twenty-eighth Americas Conference on Information Systems, Minneapolis, 2022
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namely in 17% (WL) and 31% of the papers (GL). Wiesböck et al. state that it is often assumed that
traditional product innovation can be transferred to digital product and service innovation without any
alterations reducing the research activities (Wiesböck et al. 2020). Yet, they disagree and present the results
of their research focusing on IT capabilities for developing digital products and services. It is one of few
papers addressing this topic and research gap. Examining the peculiarities of digital SC innovation could
lead to insights not yet addressed by literature. Furthermore, differences between WL and GL appear,
analyzing the most often discussed capabilities. While in the WL, the SC IS architecture and infrastructure
development (C8) is discussed most often (83%), it is only addressed by 62% of GL. The reason for this
strong representation in the WL could be a bias in the literature search with a viewpoint of an information
systems researcher. This results in being closer to topics like IS architecture and infrastructure. The GL,
however, also addresses the capability, yet not as excessively. In the GL, the capabilities DSC strategy
formulation and adaption (C1) and SC data management (C7) share the top spot (88% each). While the first
is well addressed in WL (69%), the latter is neglected (55%). Besides these differences, the remaining
capabilities align well between WL and GL.
In the WL, the DSC strategy capability (C1) and SC IS architecture and infrastructure development
capability (C8) are the capabilities most frequently paired with each other (17 times). This seems reasonable
as DT often starts with a strategy or roadmap formulation, and most papers consider this. Maturity models
are tools from the information systems domain to structure and initiate transformation processes and are
therefore strongly represented (as discussed above). A different picture emerges when looking at the GL.
Here, the most often mentioned capabilities, namely strategy (C1) and data management (C7), are most
frequently paired. As consultancies often operate on strategic levels and use maturity models, also here, the
strategic focus is not surprising. Yet, the combination with SC data management (C7) is interesting. It
mirrors the current focus of companies in practice: data is the new gold. In the last years, companies have
turned their focus to collecting data and using it. This is also supported by the discrepancy between WL
addressing the seventh capability less often (55%) than GL (88%).

Results of the Survey
The survey was conducted to gather insights into how relevant and mature SCs are regarding the nine
capabilities, which was not feasible with the multivocal literature review. Table 2 shows the number of
respondents, the different capabilities, their mean rating of relevance and maturity (out of 1 minimum, 5
maximum), and the corresponding standard deviations.
Relevance
Capability

Number of Respondents

Maturity

𝜇𝜇

𝜎𝜎

𝜇𝜇

𝜎𝜎

C1 DSC Strategy

23

3.75

0.85

2.53

0.88

C2 DSC Innovation

15

3.02

0.83

2.20

0.63

C3 Digital Cultural Mindset

19

3.55

0.69

2.63

0.88

C4 SC Design & Reorganization

17

3.26

0.77

2.49

0.74

C5 Knowledge & Learning

19

3.82

0.52

2.33

0.77

C6 DSC Governance

19

3.22

0.66

2.37

0.77

C7 SC Data Management

19

4.00

0.51

2.80

0.66

C8 IS SC Architecture & Infrastructure

18

3.88

0.64

2.80

0.85

C9 DSC Orchestration & Integration

18

3.29

0.83

2.17

0.88

Table 2. Results of the Survey
It can be seen that the average relevance of all capabilities is between three and four, whereas the maturity
fares much lower between two and three. The highest relevance and maturity score are achieved for the two
IT- and digital technology support capabilities (SC data management (C7) and IS architecture and
infrastructure (C8)) with low standard deviations. During the discussion, one expert highlighted an
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automotive SC with a pervasive IT infrastructure and only minor data inconsistencies as a representative
example of the high relevance. The data management capability (C7) received a mean relevance rating of 4
and a mean maturity rating of 2.80. IS architecture and infrastructure (C8) received a mean relevance of
3.88 and a mean maturity of 2.80.
On the lower end, continuous SC innovation (C2) received the lowest relevancy rating of 3.02 and the
second-lowest maturity rating of 2.20. It seems that SCs face difficulties in exploiting the DT, whereas
exploration is not deemed highly relevant. One expert states that their customers focus on short-term
successes and "putting out fires" rather than investing in innovations with a long-term payoff. DSC
governance and control (C6) is the second-least relevant capability with a mean score of 3.22, but with a
significant gap of .2 points in contrast to its predecessor. While more flexible bottom-up approaches are
used (Barlette and Baillette 2020), one expert criticizes that it led to a conflict of powers and isolated SC
actors that do not cooperate. The acceptance of this heterarchy through upper management inhibits
changes and digitalization. Finally, the least mature capability is orchestration and integration (C9), with a
maturity of only 2.17, which is also the third least relevant capability. An expert notes that production and
logistics are often integrated while their SCs have an independent procurement that is not orchestrated
efficiently.
All in all, while generally lower, it can be seen that maturity is proportional to relevance (i.e., the higher the
relevance, the higher the maturity). However, this is not the case for all capabilities, and thus, we calculated
the Pearson correlation coefficient to see where the survey participants saw significant discrepancies
between relevance and maturity. Here, two conspicuities are apparent. First, continuous SC innovation (C2)
has a low positive correlation of .15. This means that a higher relevance amplifies a better adoption and
higher maturity. It could be interesting to see why this effect is more prominent for this capability. On the
contrary, knowledge management and learning (C5) is moderately negatively correlated with a correlation
coefficient of -.55. It scored third place in relevance and third-last place in maturity. Respondents that rated
the capability as more relevant rated it as less mature. Here, more research is necessary to analyze why this
peculiar effect exists for this capability.

Discussion
Next, the literature and survey results are compared and discussed, as depicted in Figure 2. Here, the x-axis
represents the number of publications (WL and GL combined) addressing the different capabilities (i.e., the
prevalence), the y-axis the mean relevance, and the bubble colors the mean maturity assigned by the survey
participants.
Surprisingly, the two lower quadrants are empty, implying that the respondents perceive all the capabilities
to be at least moderately relevant. On the contrary, the prevalence of the capabilities in the literature is
more widely spread. For example, the innovation capability (C2) is least frequently discussed in the
literature, and its relevance is rated lowest, showing a lack of attention. This is further supported by the
maturity value of 2.20, which is the second-lowest. Thus, the innovation capability is currently not
perceived as essential and lags in practical adoption. It could be valuable to gain insights into the reasons
for the low score. Researchers have already started to investigate (Tortora et al. 2021; Wiesböck et al. 2020).
All in all, prevalence, relevance, and maturity seem to align very well (i.e., higher prevalence equals higher
relevance equals higher maturity), but some counterexamples are discussed in the following. The
orchestration and integration capability (C9) received the lowest maturity scores overall, while this is not
mirrored by the relevance and prevalence (both ranked in the midfield). This misalignment hints at a
fruitful area for companies to improve, as literature describes the internal and external collaboration and
integration as important enablers for the DT (Rueckel et al. 2019; Soluk and Kammerlander 2021; Verhoef
et al. 2021). Reasons for the low maturity score can be manifold, e.g., missing trust and fear of losing
negotiation power or the necessity of expensive IT investments, and should be examined in more detail in
further research. Splitting the capability and measuring the maturity more granularly (e.g., internal and
external integration and further into supplier or customer integration) might be insightful.
Another misalignment appears in the knowledge management capability (C5), which has a high relevance
but is only midrange to low in prevalence and maturity. This distribution hints at research opportunities
also identified by literature: the balance between knowledge that is owned by individuals and the necessity
to spread it across departments and companies to increase its value is delicate (Matarazzo et al. 2021).
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Furthermore, the digital cultural mindset capability (C3) is situated in the quadrant of mid to low
prevalence and mid relevance but high maturity. It seems as if this capability is easy to attain. However,
this is not generalizable and is not usually the case. The source of the distortion could lie in having
consultancies from digitalization projects as survey practitioners. This group is often in touch with people
from higher positions who initiate the projects and are interested in the topic. This might bias the answers
to the mindset capability. In the discussion, one expert stated that while digitalization is ubiquitous in all
companies' and employees' minds, many people (especially lower positions) do not understand their role
in digital transformation and the "future" SC. Often, technological progress is taken for granted without
questioning the effects on individuals and their mindsets. The expert stated that the increasing integration
and consolidation through digitalization causes fear of job loss. If not appropriately addressed, this can be
daunting and negatively influence the employees' digital cultural mindset. This suggests that the maturity
of the capability is not at high as thought at first.
Another aspect to discuss is the high relevance, prevalence, and maturity of the data management (C7) and
architecture and infrastructure (C8) capabilities. Academics and practitioners agree on the high importance
and confirm a high maturity in practice. However, companies might have the latest technologies and cloudbased solutions for their planning systems while neglecting other factors like the connection to their
business goals (Sahu et al. 2018). This "technology first" mindset (also represented in our sample) often
hinders the successful transformation in the long run. Researchers suggest taking into account not only
technology applications but also management strategies or organizational structure (Li et al. 2019), but the
corresponding capabilities (C1 and C4) are only moderately mature. Here, one participant stated that you
should "not digitalize because of the sake of digitalization". If companies realize this and adapt their way of
working, connecting the data and technologies to business cases, and generating value, this can be a
valuable lesson learned. However, it is difficult to directly assess how much value a new technology offers
the SC. This can be addressed in the future by examining how companies currently prioritize technology
implementation and evaluating the costs associated with it.
Finally, a closer look at the maturity scores shows the overall low level of maturity according to the experts.
Three exceptions are noticeable (marked with green bubbles in Figure 2), namely C3, C7, and C8. We
observe that those three (architecture & infrastructure, data management, and digital culture capability)
can be grouped to be the "current" capabilities, which companies have recently focussed on and are already
advanced. Contrasted to that are the "future" capabilities that have not yet been sufficiently developed.

Figure 2. Prevalence, Relevance, and Maturity of Capabilities

Conclusion
To conclude, this research paper aims to identify and assess the relevance and maturity of capabilities for
the DT of SCs. Therefore, we first present the set of nine capabilities identified in previous studies. In this
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paper, we examined their prevalence using an MLR. Generally, WL and GL match well and give a coherent
picture of the capabilities. Only the focus and degree of detail vary. Second, we conducted a survey to
capture the perceived relevance and maturity of the capabilities. Interestingly, relevance and maturity are
mostly proportional, though the latter lags, which makes sense. However, enormous differences between
the capabilities regarding maturity or relevance were not identified. Lastly, we compared the MLR and the
survey findings discussing alignments and anomalies and presenting future research ideas.
The conducted research has some limitations that are addressed in the following and open up possibilities
to expand. First, the survey is limited because only consultants from one company participated in it. One
can argue that consultants have a broad range of customers and get insights into different industries.
Additionally, the number of respondents is relatively small. Enlarging it and diversifying the professional
backgrounds can be beneficial for more reliable and generalizable results. Fourth, the survey format leads
to the limitation that the results cannot be traced back to individual persons, preventing further analyses
(e.g., clustering). Future research could change the technical setup to retrieve even more information about
the participants, enabling a more detailed analysis. Lastly, while our analyses show which capabilities are
crucial for DTs of SCs, they do not indicate whether strengthening them improves SC performance, which
could be another variable to examine.
Overall, the presented research offers a valuable contribution to researchers in the field of digital SCs. It
does not only provide an overview of the different capabilities but also examines their importance and
maturity from different perspectives. For practitioners, the main benefit is the structured overview of
different capabilities and their relevance, which can be helpful when initiating or redefining transformation
projects. This research offers decision support to develop an order for capability development. The field of
research is highly relevant and is currently evolving and will continue to do so in the future. We hope that
our research can contribute to understanding the phenomenon of the digital transformation of SCs.
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